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Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP –
From Content Creation to Consumption
(Extended Abstract)
Standards developing organizations (SDOs) such as MPEG have developed various technologies for multimedia transport, e.g.,
MPEG-2 TS (Transport Stream) and the MP4 file format. These technologies have been widely accepted and are heavily used
by various industries and applications, such as digital broadcasting, audio and video transport over the Internet and streaming
to mobile phones, etc. At the same time, many other SDOs such as the IETF, IEEE, and 3GPP have been providing various
protocols to deliver multimedia content packetized or packaged by such MPEG transport technologies.
Broadcasting services and mobile services are converging, and it is expected that this convergence trend will continue with
other services. Additionally, new emerging multimedia services are being introduced. These developments in the multimedia
arena mean that various content and services will be delivered over different networks, and the users expect to consume these
services using those networks, depending on the availability and reach of the network at the time of consumption. To deploy
efficient solutions for the transport of modern media in an interoperable and universal fashion, especially given the recent
increased demand in the heterogeneous network environment, there is urgency for an international multimedia transport
standard.
In recent years, the Internet has become an important channel for delivery of multimedia. The HTTP protocol is widely used on
the Internet. Recently, it has also become a primary protocol for the delivery of multimedia content, and a number of
proprietary solutions are available. Several of these solutions implement adaptive streaming over HTTP, which allows clients
that receive a video to observe their own network throughput and use this information to choose from several levels of
compression that are made available by servers. This quality switching can be done at predefined points in time of the video’s
playback schedule.
The advantage of this approach is that it relies on widely deployed infrastructure and a pragmatic division of concerns.
However, dynamic adaptive streaming is far less understood than classical streaming approaches, and much research is still
required to identify how components interact with each other, how alternative compression techniques can be used, how it can
be used in the context of applications, and how overall performance can be optimized.
The aim of this tutorial is to provide an overview of the recently ratified MPEG-DASH standard, how to create content to be
delivered using DASH, its consumption, and the evaluation thereof with respect to competing industry solutions. One of the
essential differences between DASH and earlier streaming solutions is that the client is in charge of adapting its demands to
the bandwidth share that is available for serving it. This client behavior is not standardized, and differentiates players. We
are going to present how current industry standard solutions, including Smooth Streaming, Netflix's variant, HLS and Adobe
perform; we explain how this performance comes to pass and where each of the solutions is applicable. It may not be obvious,
but widely different behavior is desirable for on-demand streaming to wireless devices, on-demand streaming to home
cinemas, joining continuous live streams, or waiting for a live event. We present the differences and the best known adaptation
decisions. Obviously, the strategies matter only if network performance varies. We will therefore also explain how different
bottlenecks in the network can be approached.
DASH is an excellent format for non-linear consumption; it excels through its simplicity. We will discuss how the dynamic
creation of DASH manifest files (and equivalent industry standard approaches) can be used for summarization or editing.
We'll also discuss some known shortcomings in live streaming.
Viewers of a video stream experience of good quality of experience when they watch video in high quality immediately after
choosing to do so, without stalls and with good visual quality. Adaptive can provides this (most of the time) without requiring
the user to make choices, which makes the service provided more attractive. However, there is a problem in increasing and
decreasing qualities as networks’ bandwidth presents itself. The quality change itself is disruptive to user experience;
encodings can be changed along several parameters (framerate, picture resolution, sharpness), which have different
properties; enhancing quality at the price of an increased startup delay improves user experience in some situations. We
discuss the variety of options and present state-of-the-art knowledge for making these choices.
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Course Outline
The tutorial can be roughly clustered into three parts. In part I we will provide an introduction to DASH, part II covers content
creation, delivery, and consumption, and, finally, part III deals with the evaluation of existing (open source) MPEG-DASH
implementations compared to state-of-art deployed industry solutions.
Introduction to Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)
• Motivation: why HTTP streaming?
• Background on MPEG-DASH standardization.
• MPEG-DASH, the enabler for interoperable streaming over HTTP.
• Media Presentation Description (MPD), segment formats (ISOBMFF, M2TS, [WebM]), profiles, deployments (DASH
Promoters Group).
• Applications requirements: video-on-demand, (quasi-) live streaming, video editing, summarization, video search.
Content Creation, Delivery, and Consumption
• How to create content using DASH: coding format (AVC vs. SVC), bitrate, resolution, framerate, segment length,
quality.
• How to delivery content using DASH: content delivery network and proxy cache issues.
• How to consume content using DASH: client issues featuring adaptation logic, bandwidth estimation, segment request
scheduling.
• Open source implementation efforts: VLC, GPAC, libdash, DASHEncoder, dataset, DASH-JS.
Evaluation
• Industry solutions (Microsoft, Apple, Netflix, Adobe) vs. MPEG-DASH implementations.
• Quality of Service (QoS) / Quality of Experience (QoE).
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